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WHO IS THE CONSUMER INSIGHTS COLLABORATIVE?

The Aspen Institute Financial Security Program convenes the Consumer Insights Collaborative, an effort across nine leading nonprofits to collectively understand and amplify data for the public good, specifically about the financial lives of low- and moderate-income households. The Collaborative’s vision is that data-driven insights will prompt a wide variety of actors to develop programs, products, and policies that help more people achieve financial security—and that the insights inspire more organizations to put their data to use for good.

**commonwealth**
Strengthens the financial security and opportunity of financially vulnerable people by discovering ideas, piloting solutions, and scaling innovations.
www.buildcommonwealth.org
Boston, MA

**SaverLife**
Leverages financial technology and economic inclusion to empower low-income Americans to save and take charge of their financial lives.  
https://about.saverlife.org
San Francisco, CA

**fiifamily independence initiative**
Provides a technology platform for low-income families to strengthen social networks, record progress towards goals, and unlock dollars to accelerate their mobility.  
www.fii.org
Oakland, CA

**Change Machine**
Builds financial security for low-income communities through people-powered technology.  
Championing the aspirations of Black and Brown women who navigate financial insecurity. Their success means success for all.  
www.change-machine.org
Brooklyn, NY

**/ inclusiv/**
Promotes financial inclusion by providing capital, building capacity, and developing innovative products and services for community development credit unions (CDCUs).  
www.inclusiv.org
New York, NY

**MAF**
Creates a fair financial marketplace for hardworking people by building on what they have through financial products, coaching, and technology.  
www.missionassetfund.org
San Francisco, CA

**my path**
Equips young people of color growing up in financial deserts with the knowledge and financial tools they need to build wealth and get on the path to economic mobility.  
www.mypathus.org
San Francisco, CA

**LIFT**
Builds relationships with parents to set and accomplish family career and financial goals, connecting them to the resources and networks that make those dreams a reality.  
www.liftcommunities.org/about
Washington, DC

**Neighborhood trust financial partners**
Helps workers take control of their finances with human-touch financial coaching linked to safe and goal-oriented products and delivered via the workplace, fintechs, and nonprofit partners.  
https://neighborhoodtrust.org
New York, NY

**CONSUMER INSIGHTS COLLABORATIVE**
The Aspen Institute Financial Security Program convenes the Consumer Insights Collaborative, an effort across nine leading nonprofits to collectively understand and amplify data for the public good, specifically about the financial lives of low- and moderate-income households. The Collaborative’s vision is that data-driven insights will prompt a wide variety of actors to develop programs, products, and policies that help more people achieve financial security—and that the insights inspire more organizations to put their data to use for good.
Executive Summary

Most households in the United States are not financially secure. This paper investigates why that is, with a focus on the foundations of how most people get money and resources—their work and benefit arrangements. We consider two primary questions: 1) Are there problems with work arrangements and benefits systems that are causing widespread financial insecurity? and 2) Are there changes that would powerfully turn the fortunes of US households?

To achieve financial security, all households need a sufficient combination of three essential building blocks: routinely positive cash flow (income that typically exceeds core expenses), personal financial resources (savings and financial cushions), and public and private benefits. For most non-retiree households, a combination of work (income from labor) and benefits (public and workplace) is required to provide the foundation of financial stability upon which security and well-being can be built.

In this paper, we:

• Present a new matrix of work and benefit arrangements to organize our analysis of what situations are providing US workers a reasonable shot at financial security and which are not;

• Synthesize front-line insights from the Consumer Insights Collaborative (CIC) to understand the experiences of low- and moderate-income (LMI) workers and what work and benefit arrangements, in the current state of the world, provide them with the most financial stability; and

• Assess key lessons from households’ economic experience with—and the government’s response to—COVID-19, which has served as a large-scale stress test on the economy and has taught us new lessons about what a better, more resilient system of benefits for workers could look like.

The matrix provides an organizing framework upon which empirical evidence from the CIC, other organizations, and national research and data build to analyze the sufficiency of current systems of work and benefit arrangements to support the financial security of workers today. The lessons from COVID-19 then shed light on what a better, more resilient system of benefits for workers could look like in the future. Together, these insights inform high-level recommendations that policymakers and their staffs, employers, benefit providers and administrators, and other thought leaders and advocates can use to move the US toward a modernized, re-designed system of work and benefits that provides a robust platform upon which all workers can build financial security.

The Consumer Insights Collaborative Provides Critical Insight Into What LMI People Experience

Alongside national data and research, this report draws on a unique data source to ground our analysis in the day-to-day experiences of low- and moderate-income (LMI) people: the data-driven insights and front-line expertise of members of the Consumer Insights Collaborative (CIC). The CIC is a group of nine leading nonprofits across the United States with significant data assets on the financial lives of their customers, each working in different ways to build up the financial security of low-income and underserved communities. Collectively, CIC members have provided financial empowerment services and solutions to nearly 1 million LMI consumers throughout the United States. Outreach to LMI families unites the CIC, which means that all CIC members usually work with a disproportionately large group of people of color. The CIC has come together to develop and share insights for the public good about the financial aspirations, preferences, challenges, and actions of the consumers they reach. Each organization has an arsenal of insights from their daily work, which brings them face-to-face with LMI families.
Key Findings

The results of our analysis reveal:

First, in our current system of work and benefit arrangements, only one type of worker—higher income, full-time employees receiving workplace benefits—stands a reasonable shot at financial security. The share of workers in this situation is declining due to wage stagnation for low- and middle-wage workers and to trends in work arrangements. Companies are turning to more part-time workers, contracting out core functions more often, and relying more heavily on nonstandard workers—who do not have the same legal rights and protections nor access to the same level of workplace benefits. People of color, women, immigrants, and people with disabilities are overrepresented in nonstandard work and thus left with few workplace benefits and protections.

Second, when pay and benefits (from any source) are consistent and sufficient, by which we mean that they allow a worker to have income that is typically higher than the cost of their basic expenses, LMI workers can thrive, build financial cushions, and get ahead—and can effectively utilize and benefit from complementary financial empowerment programs and services such as financial coaching or non-retirement savings programs.

Third, given the relative generosity of workplace benefits today for the typically higher income workers who receive them, compared with the typical public benefits received, quality workplace benefits provide more financial security than public benefits alone, under our current system.

Finally, workers’ experiences during the COVID-19 pandemic show the potential for truly inclusive benefits, payments, and financial systems to be enormously powerful foundations of economic stability, resilience, and security for households and the nation.

Recommendations

These findings make clear that America needs a benefits system that meets the needs of all workers and addresses the inequities observed in the current labor market and benefits systems, such as being affordable and available to all workers—including workers of color and LMI workers—and irrespective of their work arrangements and employment status. Insights from this report suggest that the following recommendations can move us in that direction:

1. Recognize that workers rely on public benefits today and design them accordingly.
2. Build data, technology, and financial systems to smoothly and safely reach everyone with public benefits infrastructure.
3. Design public and workplace benefits to boost, rather than minimize, access and uptake.
4. Encourage employers to offer more full-time work, consistent hours, and livable wages with quality benefits.
5. Help workers save for shocks as a complement to benefits, social insurance, and other structural supports.

If work is to provide a real pathway to financial security, public and workplace benefits need to reflect the realities of 21st century employment, which includes a workforce increasingly required to engage in nonstandard and sometimes multiple jobs and where job stability is not guaranteed. We must explore options that tie benefits directly to the individual rather than the job.

A typical bundle of workplace benefits includes healthcare, retirement, and paid time off.
**Introduction**

In the United States, work, and the opportunity to earn income from work, has long been understood as the route to security and success, and the antidote to poverty. This is not the reality for workers in America today. For too many people, earning a wage that covers one’s living expenses is elusive.

Nearly half of all US workers earn wages too low to cover basic living expenses, and a similar share of households report income lower than or equal to their spending over the course of a year. Even before the pandemic, despite a decade of strong national economic indicators—measured by high stock market returns, low unemployment rates, and extraordinary economic growth—these positive shifts had not translated into equivalent improvements in financial well-being at the individual and family level.

One of the underlying reasons that households remain financially insecure is that employment is becoming more precarious, as full-time jobs with generous benefits decline and contingent work arrangements with minimal benefits increase. Unpacking the wide variety of today’s work and benefit arrangements for workers in America is essential for understanding their prospects for financial security. This report provides a new matrix to analyze these arrangements and identifies the key structural enablers and barriers to US workers’ financial security, with a focus on the role of work arrangements and public and workplace benefits. Although we do not address them in depth here, we acknowledge the critical impact that factors such as collective bargaining, state and federal minimum wages, structural inequities that result in a disproportionate number of people of color in the low-wage workforce, workplace power dynamics, and related issues have on the financial security outcomes of workers.

---

**Financial Security Rests on Three Pillars**

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau defines financial well-being as “a state of being wherein a person can fully meet current and ongoing financial obligations, can feel secure in their financial future, and is able to make choices that allow them to enjoy life.” The Aspen Institute Financial Security Program has adopted this definition of financial security and in November 2020 published a new framework outlining the three pillars that support financial security. In order to evaluate the contributions of work and benefit arrangements to the financial security of workers, we briefly describe the three pillars that together provide the financial stability and well-being that individuals and families need to realize their full potential. These pillars are:

1. **Routinely positive cash flow**, where income typically exceeds expenses, which allows people to meet basic needs and build savings;

2. **Personal resources**, such as savings and other financial cushions (including wealth, assets, and individually purchased insurance) that allow people to weather smaller financial shocks and to invest in well-being, asset building, and economic mobility; and

3. **Public and private benefits** to insure against extraordinary shocks, boost cash flow, and invest in wealth and mobility. These include benefits provided by government, employers, or other parties that supplement or replace income, reduce an individual’s cost of living, or protect against major economic shocks such as job loss, major medical expenses, or natural disasters. They also include other benefits that help individuals build wealth and support economic mobility, such as tax policies and incentives that support homebuying and retirement savings.

These pillars are mutually reinforcing, and if all are present, each can fill in the gap when a different pillar is absent or less robust. For instance, personal resources such as savings, or benefits such as unemployment insurance, can help stabilize a person’s cash flow during a period of temporary unemployment. In reality, financial security is elusive, especially for low- and moderate-income (LMI) households, because workers today do not have equal or sufficient access to these pillars.

This definition and understanding of the three pillars of financial security provide a lens to explore the financial security needs of workers in the United States. The analysis presented here will, in particular, unpack the third pillar to explore the role of public and workplace benefits, as well as the impact of different work arrangements, in improving or deteriorating financial security.
What Workers Across America Face

Employment Alone Doesn’t Guarantee Financial Security

Employment alone does not ensure financial security—or even financial stability—in the United States today. Fifty-three million US workers—representing 44 percent of all workers aged 18 to 64—earn low wages, with median hourly wages of $10.22 and median annual earnings of $17,950.11 This means that nearly half of the workforce is earning wages that are insufficient to pay for a family’s basic needs, such as housing and food. For most working-age Americans, wages and salaries represent the biggest contribution to total income, but for the last 40 years, wages have stagnated for low- and middle-wage earners.12 The data also show that wage growth has been markedly slower for Latinx and Black workers, increasing the wage gaps between White workers and Black and Latinx workers: For White and Black workers, the wage gap grew from 17.3 percent in 1979 to 26.6 percent by 2019, while the wage gap between White and Latinx workers grew from 18.8 percent to 28.4 percent over the same time period.13 Low-wage jobs are expected to grow: Between 2019 and 2029, half of the 30 occupations projected to add the most jobs pay wages below the 2019 national median wage of $39,810. And the occupation with the largest expected job growth, home health and personal care aides, has a median annual wage of $25,280.14

Compounding the insecurity of low-wage work is the fact that access to critical workplace-sponsored benefits is highly correlated with pay and work arrangements. The higher the level of pay, the more likely it is for a worker to also have access to and participate in robust workplace benefits—which are often also tax advantaged—that keep them from having to use their own personal resources to pay for typical life events, such as healthcare needs or parental leave.15 On the other hand, at the lower end of the pay scale, millions of lower-paid workers do not have the same access to financial security-promoting workplace benefits such as health insurance and retirement benefits. This disproportionately impacts the more than 61 million workers of color, 53 million low-wage workers, and 15 million nonstandard workers, such as temporary and on-call workers. Without access to these critical protections, these workers are often left to find a way to self-insure.16 And as more companies contract out core functions more often and rely more heavily on nonstandard workers—who do not have the same legal rights and protections nor access to the workplace benefits—fewer workers are likely to have access to these important workplace offerings.17

Figure 1. Wages Have Stagnated for the Typical Worker Over Four Decades

Wages for Low-, Median-, and High-Wage Earners, 1979-2019

What Are Public and Workplace Benefits?

Public Benefits

Public benefits are delivered to individuals by the government. They include public assistance programs that are means-tested—where households can qualify based on having income below the program’s threshold—such as nutrition, housing, utility assistance, and Medicaid. These programs—sometimes referred to as the social safety net—are intended to fill the gap between what households earn and the cost of basic needs like food, housing, and medical care. Public benefits also include social insurance programs like Social Security retirement benefits, Social Security Disability Insurance, Medicare, and Unemployment Insurance, which are designed to protect individuals from major economic risks. While not the focus of this paper, there are also many public benefits that are administered through our tax system, such as the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) and the Child Tax Credit (CTC), as well as many ways that the tax code subsidizes wealth building, especially for higher income households. 

Workplace Benefits

Workplace benefits are private benefits that are distributed to workers through their employers. These include benefits such as retirement, health insurance and paid sick leave, and are part of a core bundle of benefits that contribute to workers’ financial stability. Workplace benefits are primarily discretionary in nature, but some workplace benefits are mandated (e.g., workers compensation) and publicly subsidized (e.g., health insurance, retirement contributions). There are also other workplace benefits, often known as “financial empowerment” or “financial wellness” programs, that are geared to help employees manage their finances to become more financially stable—such as financial coaching and counseling, savings programs, and workplace resource navigation services.

Public and Workplace Benefits Create a Complex and Uneven Support System

Our systems of public and workplace benefits provide critical financial support for the millions of people who have access to and are able to participate in these programs. They provide a range of supports, such as cash and in-kind resources to reduce material hardship and cover basic needs, insurance to protect against health and economic risks, and on-ramps to financial security. Millions of workers therefore rely on public benefits to close the gap between wages and basic living expenses—such as via nutritional assistance and housing assistance—and to provide important supports individuals may not otherwise have access to or an ability to afford, such as Medicaid to help with healthcare costs. For instance, an October 2020 study by the Government Accountability Office found that two-thirds of wage-earning adults enrolled in Medicaid or receiving Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits worked full time (35 hours or more per week). Researchers at the Urban Institute examined six “means-tested” programs, or those programs available only to people with income below the program’s threshold, that provide monthly benefits. These estimates thus do not include people receiving benefits from programs like Social Security (because the benefits go to both low- and high-income individuals), or tax credits like the Earned Income Tax Credit (that typically provide a single annual benefit). The Urban Institute estimates that in the average month, just under 1 in 5 people (19 percent), or 59 million people, is served by at least one of these six programs. Among those receiving public assistance, 43 percent are White, 26 percent are Hispanic, 23 percent are Black, and 8 percent are Asian, Pacific Islander, Alaskan Native, or American Indian. By age, half of US safety net recipients are working age (ages 18 to 64), 41 percent are children under 18, and 9 percent are ages 65 and older.

ii The programs examined in the Urban Institute’s analysis are Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), Supplemental Security Income (SSI), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), public or subsidized housing, Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children, and childcare subsidies through the Child Care and Development Fund.
stability and intergenerational wealth building. But these systems are not equally available to those who could benefit from them, the quality and adequacy of support differs, and programs can be complicated to access. The resulting situation, as described below, effectively leaves out many in-need people.

**Public benefits are commonly hard-to-access and often inadequate.**

The social safety net is made up of many different programs that vary in benefit and scope. While some public benefit programs are open to anyone who meets the eligibility criteria, known as “entitlement” programs, others are run on lotteries or other systems to distribute programs with limited funding, meaning that not all who qualify will receive support. Some programs are more generous and not time-limited, which may provide a stronger foundation of financial security for recipients than those that build in time limits or restrictions that penalize recipients for earning slightly more or building savings. Moreover, the processes for applying, recertifying, and demonstrating eligibility are not the same across programs and geography. For these reasons, individuals may not receive all the benefits to which they are eligible.23 Furthermore, eligibility criteria themselves keep some in-need people out, often intentionally.

For an individual to be in a stable situation while receiving public benefits thus entails great coordination on the part of the applicant and some luck. An individual who obtains a bundle of generous public benefits may be in a relatively stable position. Unfortunately, in America, this is a rare occurrence. Although more than half (56 percent) of low-income families with children receive multiple public benefits, the majority of those households are receiving only food assistance and public health insurance alone; fewer than 20 percent receive other benefits intended for families like theirs—such as housing or energy assistance, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) and Supplemental Security Income (SSI)—or work supports like childcare or transportation assistance. The relatively small share of families who do receive a larger bundle of public benefits tend to be the most economically disadvantaged.24 Program data demonstrate that there are also gaps in participation rates, where resource dollars are not reaching those eligible: For example, SNAP participation in fiscal year 2016 was 75 percent, and for TANF it was just 23 percent in 2019.25 And over the last decade, a declining share of families eligible for the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) has participated.26

While public benefits are critical for workers, they are often not enough. Public benefits reduce levels of poverty in the United States by nearly half, yet even when accessed, households often struggle to make ends meet because programs are not necessarily designed to fully cover needs.27 For instance, SNAP reaches millions of households, but nearly one-third of participating families also utilize food banks.28

**Additional variables impact public benefit receipt.** There are also geographic and demographic variables impacting the likelihood that public benefits will support financial security, based on the likelihood people are eligible for benefits and that eligible people apply for benefits. These variables include geographic differences in the cost of living that impact how far the support stretches; state differences in public benefit availability, eligibility, generosity, and duration of benefit receipt;29 immigrants, and people with interaction with the criminal justice system, are frequently disqualified from eligibility; and household composition, especially the presence of children in the household.

---

### Benefits Vary by State...

In fiscal year 2018, monthly TANF benefits averaged $423 nationally, but ranged from $137 in Mississippi up to $707 in New Hampshire.30

**But Are Less Generous in States with Larger Proportions of Black Residents**

States with a higher share of Black residents have TANF benefits that are less generous and more restrictive.31 Similarly, RAND finds that states with a higher share of Black workers have less generous unemployment benefits.32
**Workplace benefits leave many people out. Access and participation are not the same.**

As is true for public benefits, access to and participation in workplace benefits are not the same thing, and there should be no presumption that the formal existence of benefits will immediately translate into substantive participation. Although individuals may have access to specific workplace benefits, they may choose not to participate in them for a variety of reasons, including that the available benefits are not high-quality or may be unaffordable based on income level. And even when employers provide benefits, many have shifted the cost and liability to employees through the adoption of high deductible health plans.

In the United States, benefits administered through the workplace are primarily discretionary in nature, with some mandates at the state or federal level that ensure more inclusive access. Workplace benefits make up a significant portion of a worker's total compensation: On average, workplace benefits account for approximately 30 percent of compensation for workers, with wages and salary comprising the remainder. However, the monetary value of benefits vary depending on the position and the employer. Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that workers in the bottom wage quartile uniformly have less access to the common suite of workplace-provided benefits such as healthcare, retirement, and paid leave, than those in higher wage positions, and these workers are also less likely to take up these various benefits than workers in every other wage quartile. Thus, Black and Latinx workers—who are disproportionately represented in the lower wage quartiles—are excluded from access to some of the most important workplace benefits that boost financial security.

---

**Figure 2. Lower-wage Workers Receive Fewer Workplace Benefits**

Percentage of Benefit Access and Take Up by Wage Quartile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS BENEFIT CATEGORY</th>
<th>BENEFIT TYPE</th>
<th>LOWEST WAGE QUARTILE</th>
<th>2ND WAGE QUARTILE</th>
<th>3RD WAGE QUARTILE</th>
<th>HIGHEST WAGE QUARTILE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Take Up</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Take Up</td>
<td>Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>Any Health Care</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dental</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vision</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>All Retirement Plans</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>Life Insurance</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paid Vacation</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paid Sick Leave</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paid Holidays</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Benefits take-up rate is the percentage of workers with access to a plan who participate in the plan.


---

The discretionary nature of workplace benefits can also be seen in the fact that nonstandard workers have far less access to workplace benefits. According to the BLS’ Contingent Worker Supplement, 13 percent of temporary agency workers, 28 percent of on-call workers, and 41 percent of contract company workers have employer-provided health insurance compared with 53 percent of workers in traditional work arrangements. People of color, women, immigrants, and people with disabilities are overrepresented in nonstandard arrangements, which often have low pay and limited access to workplace benefits.

**Work Arrangements, Benefits, and Employer Practices Are Not Meeting the Needs of Workers**

This section provides a new matrix of work arrangement and benefits that demonstrates the heterogeneity of people’s experiences with work and benefit situations and the resulting likelihood of financial security at the individual level. The matrix and the accompanying definitions and subsequent analysis help identify where solutions and interventions to support workers are most needed.

**Work and Benefit Arrangements Greatly Impact Financial Outcomes**

US workers—defined here as everyone earning income for labor performed, regardless of classification—do not all have the same work arrangements nor access to the same types or quality of workplace and public benefits. Millions of other US adults—such as people who are unemployed and seeking work, retirees, family caregivers, and people whose disabilities preclude paid work—need income from other sources. This variety of circumstances results in different financial security outcomes. In addition, people may have different needs from work based on their age and individual situations. Someone close to retirement may place greater importance on an employer’s retirement contributions or the quality of healthcare benefits, while a recent graduate may be more interested in a job that contributes to paying off student loan debt. These personal preferences matter and may affect an individual’s ability to move between jobs or remain in the labor market, but ultimately it is critical that wages and benefits provide a foundation of stability and security.

*On average, workplace benefits account for approximately 30 percent of compensation for workers, with wages and salary comprising the remainder.*
A Matrix of Work and Benefit Arrangements

Only One Type of Worker is Likely to be Financially Secure

Financial Security by Work Arrangements and Benefit Receipt

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATTACHMENT TO AN EMPLOYER</th>
<th>APPROXIMATE SHARE OF US ADULTS*</th>
<th>NOT RECEIVING ANY BENEFITS</th>
<th>RECEIVING PUBLIC BENEFITS</th>
<th>PARTICIPATING IN WORKPLACE BENEFITS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full-time, Wage or Salaried Workers for a Single Employer</td>
<td>47%b</td>
<td>Not Applicable*</td>
<td>Somewhat Stable/ Relatively Stable**</td>
<td>Most Financially Secure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-time, Wage or Salaried Workers for One or More Employers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Financi...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workers in Nonstandard Arrangements</td>
<td>10%c</td>
<td>Financi...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Currently Earning Labor Income</td>
<td>43%d</td>
<td>Most Precarious</td>
<td>Financially Precarious</td>
<td>Somewhat Stable/ Relatively Stable**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* It is difficult to find data to describe the share of the US population that fits into each of these categories as we have described them, based on available data. This column represents a rough approximation of the distribution of people ages 16 and older by their attachment to an employer. Data that cross references these numbers with benefits receipt are unavailable.

b This percentage represents the remainder of the US adults not included in the “nonstandard arrangements” or the “not currently earning labor income” categories. Our conception is based on single or multiple employer relationship status and not just hours typically worked, which is not how the data is captured by the BLS. An estimate of workers broken down by hours worked can be found here: https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat12.htm.

c This estimate comes from BLS’ Contingent Worker Supplement, https://www.bls.gov/news.release/conemp.t05.htm.

d This estimate comes from BLS and includes people not in the labor force and people that are unemployed, https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat03.htm.

* Full-time workers (working 35 hours or more weekly for a single employer) typically receive certain benefits under law, such as Social Security contributions, Workers’ Compensation, access to a sponsored healthcare plan, and Unemployment Insurance. It is true that in any given month, “new” full-time workers are not yet eligible for workplace benefits, but they will be soon. Thus, the box representing full-time wage or salaried workers and not receiving any benefits category is empty.

** This denotes situations where the potential for financial stability varies particularly widely based on type and quality of benefits received, and where applicable, pay level.

About the Matrix

This matrix is a conceptual model meant to unpack and highlight the major connections between work and benefit arrangements and workers’ prospects for financial security. It is not intended to—nor can it—precisely describe the exact situations of all US workers. The matrix categorizes individuals at a high-level to demonstrate how work and benefit arrangements relate to a worker’s likelihood of being able to achieve financial security. Within each cell of the matrix, however, there is in reality significant variation in circumstances, with the specific wage level and benefits that an individual receives—as well as the generosity and reliability of those benefits—ultimately determining an individual’s financial security. Moreover, the matrix is not static: As people move in and out of employment or transition between jobs, or as other household changes occur—such as marriage, childbirth, or divorce— they may fall into different employment and
benefit categories. Individuals may receive benefits via their own eligibility or through other household members. In addition, people get benefits from a range of sources, often overlapping, and thus, there are certainly people that participate in both public and workplace benefit systems (here, we categorize those individuals in the “participating in workplace benefits” category). Workers with multiple jobs could fall into more than one employment arrangement, but we focus on where people receive the majority of their income (so people with multiple jobs would likely fall into either the “part-time, wage or salaried workers” or “workers in nonstandard arrangements” categories). Lastly, though we focus here on the individual, it should be noted that having multiple earners in a household will affect prospects for financial security and can also affect public benefit eligibility which is often conditional on household—not individual—income.

Definitions and Descriptions

**Full-time, wage or salaried workers** are those typically working 35 hours or more weekly for a single employer. Working hours and pay for these individuals are most likely stable and these positions often include access to workplace benefits. Wage level will be a large determinant for how financially secure these workers are, and as discussed previously, wage level is also highly correlated with access to workplace benefits.

The category of **part-time, wage or salaried workers** is more varied, with some workers holding jobs with stable and predictable hours and pay, and others experiencing more volatility in their number of hours and the stability of those hours, and as a result, in their paychecks. Workers in this category may work 35 hours or more weekly, but not all for a single employer (i.e., they may have multiple part-time jobs). These workers may have access to some workplace benefits, such as paid time off, retirement benefits, or sick leave, depending on their geographic location and their position.

The **workers in nonstandard arrangements** category also represents a range of employment situations— including temporary workers, on-call workers, subcontracted workers, and independent contractors—some of whom work through online platforms. Workers that face employment barriers, like those without documentation or the formerly incarcerated, are more likely to hold these positions. But this category also includes high-earning freelancers and consultants that have more control over their schedules and the means to purchase benefits on the private market.

**Individuals not currently earning labor income** encompasses people who are unemployed and seeking work, retirees, and individuals who are unable to work for any number of reasons, such as caregiving responsibilities, a temporary illness or injury, or a permanent disability. Without any benefits to fall back on, these individuals are likely in a more financially precarious position than those receiving public or workplace benefits.

Those individuals that are not receiving any public or workplace benefits fall into the **not receiving any benefits** category. These individuals are also not receiving benefits through other household members.

Those individuals **receiving public benefits only** could be on a range of social insurance or public assistance programs intended to serve different purposes and may be receiving support from more than one program.

Individuals **participating in workplace benefits** are participating in at least one workplace-provided benefit program, which could be a private benefit program or a program created, funded, mandated, or regulated by policy, but delivered through or dependent on a relationship with an employer—such as state paid leave programs, health insurance, and many retirement plans.
The Matrix Highlights that Today’s Labor Market and Benefits Systems Leave Many Workers Behind

Taken together, work and benefit arrangements greatly impact whether an individual will experience financial instability, stability, or security. The interior boxes of the matrix presented in the Matrix depict the financial security situations of those that fall into each category. These range from individuals that struggle to maintain financial stability, to those that have some meaningful resilience against shocks and are relatively stable, to those that are more financially secure and best positioned to pursue mobility-enhancing endeavors such as education, training, and entrepreneurship. Based on the analysis from the matrix and the work and benefits landscape described above, we observe the following patterns across all US workers in today’s labor market and policy landscape:

• **In our current system of work and benefit arrangements, only one type of worker—higher income, full-time employees receiving workplace benefits—stands a reasonable shot at financial security.** Full-time workers are more likely to have stable and predictable hours and pay, resulting in a more stable situation overall, than individuals in other employment categories. Workers with higher earnings across all our employment categories are also likely to be more financially secure than those with lower wages, so long as their employment is stable. In fact, the stability and predictability of hours and pay is a large determinant of the financial security prospects of part-time workers as well as self-employed and gig workers—especially as these latter groups are among those least likely to have access to workplace benefits on their own.\(^{39}\) In addition, workers with volatile earnings or unpredictable hours are also more likely to churn off and onto public benefits.

• **Benefits of any kind are additive, boosting people beyond their earnings alone.** Many public and workplace benefits directly boost people’s cash flows, by adding income or subsidizing the cost of living. Furthermore, people cannot self-insure against large shocks all the time, so individuals that are not receiving any benefits are less likely to be financially secure than those individuals receiving public benefits or those participating in workplace benefits.

• **Quality workplace benefits currently provide more financial security than public benefits alone.** To qualify for public assistance, one must often demonstrate deep financial insecurity—or in the case of social insurance program, an inability to work—and the typical amount and duration of benefits received leave many individuals still only somewhat financially stable. Workplace benefits, on the other hand, typically do not consider one’s level of financial security for eligibility and do more to boost workers’ financial resilience and stability in the short-term and to build financial security in the long-term—for workers lucky enough to have access to high-quality benefits.

• **Variation in voluntary employer practices drives unequal outcomes.** Work in each of the employment categories varies greatly in stability, pay, and benefits access, meaning that one part-time job in hourly retail is not the same as another. Certain positions are unlikely to provide the same financial security prospects as working part-time in a position with higher median wages and more stable hours.

• **Public and workplace benefits are critical sources of financial stability for people not currently earning labor income.** The financial security prospects of adults not currently earning labor income—such as unemployed individuals, retirees, or those unable to work—will be largely dictated by whether they have access to public and workplace benefits through their own eligibility or through someone in their household, and whether those supports are offered temporarily or permanently. Individuals permanently out of the labor force and receiving permanent income streams—like Social Security retirement benefits or Social Security Disability Insurance, in addition to Medicaid or subsidized housing—tend to be more financially stable than others not receiving these benefits. People in this category may also be receiving payments derived from prior employment, such as private pension payments or support through employer-provided short-term or long-term disability insurance.
Similar Patterns Hold for LMI Workers, But Some Structural Barriers are Particularly Acute for Them

Beyond the patterns observed in the matrix for all US workers, insights from the Consumer Insights Collaborative (CIC) provide additional nuance to the conditions that improve, and impede, financial security for LMI workers in particular. For more information on the CIC members referenced in this section, see page 1.

Four Work and Benefit Conditions that Support Financial Stability for LMI Workers

The CIC finds that LMI workers’ financial security is improved if four conditions are present: (1) Consistent, predictable pay and workplace benefits that facilitate routinely positive cash flow; (2) full-time, non-low-wage work; (3) comprehensive workplace benefits and support services; and (4) adequate and consistent public benefit receipt.

1. **Consistent, predictable pay and workplace benefits that facilitate routinely positive cash flow.** Routinely positive cash is the foundation of financial stability and security. Without it, workers can neither meet their financial obligations nor build savings and other financial cushions. The CIC and other data sources identify a number of conditions that support LMI workers’ ability to experience routinely positive cash flow.

- **Consistent pay and predictable hours.** Workers with consistent pay and predictable hours—a steady paycheck—are more likely to experience routinely positive cash flow. This issue is top of mind for SaverLife’s California members, who in 2019, identified “a more consistent work schedule” as their most pressing economic issue. Relatedly, in a nationally representative survey fielded in September 2018, the Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies found that workers in America value job security and stability above all other workplace benefits. This benefit was top of mind for 40 percent of African American workers, 38 percent of Asian American workers, 34 percent of White workers, and 26 percent of Latinx workers.\(^{41}\)

- **Paid leave.** Some benefits provide particularly valuable support for workers’ likelihood of experiencing routinely positive cash flow, such as paid leave. Paid leave supports routinely positive cash flow because it allows a worker to take needed time off to address a health issue that prevents them from working, bond with a new baby, or serve as a caretaker for a loved one, without losing income while doing so.

- **Benefits navigation support.** Benefits or resource navigation services, which help connect workers to needed community, public, and employer-provided benefits, can help workers identify and secure available resources to stabilize income in times of uncertainty or volatility. Assistance with a utility payment can free up cash if a worker experiences an unexpected car repair or a roommate unexpectedly moves out; help navigating local childcare can help a new parent make the decision to return to work. Resource navigation can help workers stay at work and maintain a steadier income stream or lower cost of living overall.\(^{42}\)
Despite Its Importance for Worker Financial Security, Paid Leave is Not Available to Most Low-wage Workers

Unfortunately, paid leave is far from universal, and often goes hand in hand with economic status, leaving the most financially insecure workers most vulnerable. While more than 80 percent of workers in the second income quartile, and more than 90 percent of workers in the third and fourth income quartiles have access to paid vacation and sick leave, just 54 percent of workers in the bottom income quartile have access to paid vacation, and only 49 percent have access to paid sick leave. These numbers drop to 40 percent and 31 percent, respectively, for the lowest decile wage workers. As of January 2021, nine states and Washington, D.C., have enacted paid family leave programs to help close this access gap and create programs that are more universally accessible to residents.

2. Full-time, non-low-wage work. Individuals that work full time for adequate wages are typically more financially healthy—as measured by their financial concerns, their income levels, their ability to pay their bills, and how often they experienced routinely positive cash flow—compared with their counterparts that are in other employment situations. However, full-time minimum- and low-wage work alone does not provide financial security, nor the means to cover typical expenses. Among their clients, Neighborhood Trust Financial Partners finds that 74 percent of full-time employees were somewhat or not at all worried about meeting priority expenses in the subsequent six months, compared with 42 percent of self-employed workers, 33 percent of part-time workers, and 25 percent of unemployed individuals. Moreover, Neighborhood Trust’s clients that are employed full time make more money and are more likely to have routinely positive cash flow than their part-time employee counterparts. The full-time employees also have less debt in collections, are more likely to have access to workplace benefits, and are more likely to be able to access the credit needed to achieve important financial goals, and at cheaper rates due to their higher credit scores. LIFT has also found that their members that work full time have more job stability overall. This was evident during COVID-19, as fewer full-time LIFT members lost their jobs versus those in other work arrangements.

3. Comprehensive workplace benefits and support services. Traditional workplace benefits are critical for financial security. Complementary support services, often called financial empowerment or financial wellness programs, can help workers build on a foundation of routinely positive cash flow.

Access to traditional workplace benefits. Workers with access to comprehensive benefits via their workplace, including health and retirement benefits and paid leave, are often in a better financial position compared with those without this access. And because jobs that offer benefits tend to pay higher wages, these individuals are also more likely to be able to participate and contribute more to benefits that provide greater financial stability, which compounds the differences in financial outcomes between workers with access and those without access to benefits. In a survey of workers with annual household incomes under $55,000, Commonwealth found that 75 percent of workers surveyed said they were currently struggling or just getting by financially. A common challenge faced by these workers is access to health and retirement benefits, across all work categories studied. This lack of access translates directly into people struggling to save for retirement, pay for medical expenses, or save for emergencies. For instance, 32
percent of workers skipped a medical treatment in the prior 12 months because they could not afford it.\textsuperscript{51}

Employment type is strongly correlated with whether LIFT members had workplace benefits, the likelihood that they were saving monthly, and their total savings. Sixty-seven percent of full-time, 20 percent of part-time, and 15 percent of self-employed and temporary workers participate in at least one of the following workplace-provided benefits: paid sick leave, paid family leave, a retirement plan, and health insurance.\textsuperscript{52} LIFT members whose employers offer benefits make more money and are more likely to save money regularly compared with those members that are employed but not offered benefits.\textsuperscript{53} Figure 3 depicts LIFT members’ total average savings based on their access to workplace benefits and employment arrangements. Workers with benefits have more money saved on average, and the difference is especially pronounced for full-time workers.\textsuperscript{54}

\textbf{Complementary support services.} In addition to these traditional benefits, there are other complementary financial empowerment or financial wellness support services—provided by an employer or third-party partner—designed to boost financial security. These include financial coaching and counseling, benefits designed to protect workers against financial shocks, and benefits that support the accumulation of liquid savings that can build on the foundation of routinely positive cash flow.

\textbf{Figure 3. Workplace Benefits Boost Savings}
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\caption{LIFT Members’ Average Savings Balances by Work and Benefit Arrangements}
\end{figure}

\textit{Source:} Based on internal LIFT data as of October 2020.

- **Financial coaching and counseling.** Financial coaching and counseling provide clients with customized solutions to meet individual goals, and have been shown to improve clients’ outcomes, such as increased savings balances and lower reliance on payday loans.\textsuperscript{55} These programs have adjusted to meet clients where they are, such as Neighborhood Trust’s TrustPlus program, which evolved from an in-person model to a tele-coaching model, where clients can meet with their financial coaches via phone or video appointments. Incorporating these services into workplace benefit offerings means they are coming from a trusted entity, and that can help increase program participation.\textsuperscript{56} Financial coaching can also help connect clients with other needed resources, such as help navigating complex benefit systems. For instance, since the start of the pandemic, more than 25 percent of Neighborhood Trust clients have worked with a financial coach to access public or private benefits.\textsuperscript{57}

- **Benefits that protect workers against shocks or manage unexpected large expenses.** The provision of employee hardship funds—emergency grants meant to help workers address a disaster-related or personal financial hardship—is one way employers can support workers in moments of need. However, these funds are not a replacement for sufficient wages and accompanying benefits. Rather, they
provide an additional, creative support in a 21st century safety net. The Aspen Institute Financial Security Program and Commonwealth found that employee hardship funds are most effective when paired with sufficient wages and comprehensive benefits including paid leave and additional supports such as financial coaching, mental health services, and access to low-cost loans. For example, workers with paid leave benefits were able to leverage their funds received to address their emergency, rather than compensate for any lost wages.  

- **Workplace benefits that support the building up of liquid savings.** Workplace benefits such as employer matches or incentives can help workers build liquid savings, which research has shown to be the factor most correlated with financial well-being. Having liquid savings protects against material hardship and associated declines in financial health. For instance, SaverLife and the FINRA Foundation find that a financial buffer of more than $100 helps individuals keep their utilities on and avoid high-cost borrowing, and that having more than $250 in savings increases housing security. Yet, while liquid savings provide important financial stability, low- and middle-income workers often struggle to build up this cushion. In a nationally representative survey of workers with annual household incomes of under $60,000, Commonwealth found that 45 percent of respondents said that they did not save regularly, and nearly 77 percent of respondents said that they did not save more money because they felt that they could not afford to do so.

Employers and benefit providers can take steps to help make saving easier or automatic or encourage more savings via seeded accounts, a match, or other monetary incentives. Commonwealth found that workers using split direct deposit—which directly deposits a designated amount of savings automatically out of a paycheck—were far more likely to have more than $400 in their savings account (59 percent) than those making manual deposits (41 percent). Employers can also work with their financial institutions to offer no-fee, no-minimum savings accounts to make savings more accessible. For example, as part of Blackrock’s Emergency Savings Initiative, Commonwealth partnered with UPS and its recordkeeper, Voya, to offer a liquid savings solution for UPS’s employees—marking a major step forward for employers’ role in supporting workers’ financial security.

**4. Adequate and consistent public benefit receipt.** Low-income workers that reliably receive adequate public benefits are in a stronger financial position than those with similar incomes that are not receiving consistent public benefits. Moreover, Change Machine coaches report that public benefits provide stability for low-income workers. Change Machine finds that employed clients that receive public benefits to cover food, utilities, or housing costs—or support from Medicare or Medicaid—are more likely to reduce their debt burdens than those clients that do not receive this public support. The same cannot be said for their unemployed clients receiving public benefits. A job loss or an inability to participate in the workforce and a lack of benefit receipt is a combination that can yield extreme financial destabilization, as illustrated in the Matrix

---

**Three Aspects of Our Current System Prevent LMI Workers from Achieving Financial Stability**

According to Consumer Insights Collaborative members, three barriers prevent low- and moderate-income workers from achieving financial security:

1. **Public benefits are designed to be hard to access.** Barriers to accessing public benefits can complicate an individual’s ability to participate or receive the benefits for which they may be eligible. For instance, asset limits—or caps on the amount of cash, savings, or other assets one can have to qualify for a benefit—and benefits cliffs—where benefits decrease as income increases—create disincentives and inhibit a person’s ability to build up the financial cushions needed to achieve financial stability and eventually, financial security and upward economic mobility. Asset limits and benefit cliffs can also prematurely deny access to benefits for
low-income individuals for small, but important, cushions. Work requirements attached to public benefits can complicate people’s ability to access needed supports and are burdensome to administer. Moreover, being formerly incarcerated or lacking documentation may make someone ineligible for public benefit programs. Individuals may also be fearful or mistrustful of the application process, or assume ineligibility when in fact they are eligible. Stigmatization from using public benefits can limit an individual’s likelihood to turn to these needed supports either at all or until an emergency arises. And even if a person is not excluded from applying, application processes for public benefits are complicated, seemingly disconnected from the lives of those they are intended to serve, and may include conflicting eligibility requirements and mandatory documentation that people struggle to understand and adhere to. For instance, the California Policy Lab recently found that paperwork burdens may be driving otherwise eligible households to leave CalFresh (what SNAP is called in California) early.

Not Everyone Who is Eligible Will Apply for Public Benefits

The perceived cost-benefit analysis of public benefit program application and participation impacts whether individuals will even apply in the first place, including factors around:

• quality and predictability of public benefits that affect the utility and the calculus behind applying or participating in these programs;

• presence or absence of other available resources that exist in an individual’s household, social network, community, city, and state;

• stigmatizing experiences of applying and receiving benefits that can disincentivize participation; and

• similarly, perceptions within immigrant and mixed-status households that benefits receipt will impact their immigration status.

2. Conditioning workplace benefits on full-time employment leaves many workers out.

Part-time, subcontract, or gig work reduces workers’ access to important workplace-provided benefits—such as health insurance, retirement savings, and unemployment insurance—denying them the financial security-related opportunities and safety net that these programs can provide. This situation has escalated as businesses are turning to nonstandard work arrangements more often. In 2017, more than 15 million people, or about 10 percent of workers, relied on nonstandard work as their primary source of income, including temporary workers, on-call workers, and independent contractors, and 10 to 20 percent of the workforce engages in nonstandard work arrangements to earn supplemental income—meaning upwards of 30 million workers—participate in some form of nonstandard work. This type of work also creates challenges in accessing public benefits with work requirements.

In addition to reduced access to benefits, current workplace-provided benefits and protections are offered to workers based on their legal classification as an employee. This means that the subset of independent contractors and other nonstandard workers that are misclassified are unable to access Workers’ Compensation, Social Security contributions, and minimum wage protections. Estimates of the number of misclassified workers vary widely, but are consistently estimated at between 10 to 30

Latinx and Black workers are among those most likely to suffer from this misclassification as a result of the industries in which they work—including home care, construction, and trucking—both decreasing their take home pay and contributing to the racial wage gap.
percent of employers misclassifying workers, and that number has risen in the last decade. Latinx and Black workers are among those most likely to suffer from this misclassification as a result of the industries in which they work—including home care, construction, and trucking—both decreasing their take home pay and contributing to the racial wage gap.

3. The cost of benefits to low-wage workers prevents workers from participating, even when eligible. Access to benefits alone does not guarantee participation in workplace-provided benefits, as can be seen in the gaps between those who are eligible for benefits and the actual numbers who participate in them. Participation rates in retirement and healthcare plans are low for the lowest-wage workers and part-time workers compared with full-time and the highest-wage workers, which points to the difficulty that workers face in participating in benefits when they need their full paycheck to try to make ends meet. In 2019, more than 7 in 10 non-elderly individuals without healthcare insurance cited the high cost of coverage as the reason for remaining uninsured.

Worker Security in a Time of Crisis: Lessons from COVID-19

The health and economic ramifications of COVID-19 have been felt across the US. In 2020, unemployment rates went from lows of 3.5 percent in January and February 2020—before the pandemic gained traction in the United States—to a staggering 14.8 percent in April 2020.

The pandemic did not affect people equally; some groups experienced the impacts disproportionately. As of mid-October 2020, the employment rate for households with annual incomes under $27,000 was down 19 percent compared with January 2020, and up 1.2 percent for those in the highest wage jobs (making over $60,000). For middle-wage workers, employment was down 4 percent. The Pew Research Center found that fewer mothers and fathers are working as a result of COVID-19, and that those that are working are putting in fewer hours than they were prior to the pandemic. Whereas men gained 16,000 jobs in December 2020, women lost 156,000 jobs, though a deeper exploration reveals that it was women of color who bore the brunt of these job losses.

Occupational segregation led to certain groups being more impacted by the pandemic through job losses and potential COVID-19 exposure. Demographics are closely tied to work sectors, meaning that some groups were more likely to be impacted by unemployment and mass layoffs. In a survey, the Social Policy Institute at Washington University in St. Louis found that Hispanic, low-income, and younger individuals (between ages 18 to 24) were most likely to experience job or income loss from the pandemic. Hispanic workers are disproportionately represented in sectors affected by the pandemic, such as hospitality and construction, whereas Black workers are overrepresented in industries such as healthcare, which have been less affected by job loss. For LMI workers, this can be a double-edged sword, because while some workers are able to maintain an income, they are also less likely to work in jobs that allow teleworking, putting them at a higher risk of COVID-19 exposure if they remain employed. And, because LMI workers are also the least likely to have access to workplace benefits, they are vulnerable to the financial and health consequences of a potential exposure, with few, if any, sick days, or an inability to use those days without risking job loss. Beyond the harm to these workers and their families, this inequitable access to paid leave—and paid sick leave, in particular—is a nationwide vulnerability as the world contends with a public health crisis where keeping sick people home is critical.
COVID-19 Revealed Four Lessons

The far-reaching scale of COVID-19 has exaggerated what we already knew to be true about worker financial security, laying bare the stark differences experienced by workers depending on where they live, where they work, and the public and workplace benefits they receive. But this public health emergency has caused an economic fallout—a dual combination unprecedented in living memory—that has served as a stress test on the system that is teaching us new lessons about what workers need and who has been best positioned to weather the crisis.

1. The risk of critical benefits being delivered through the workplace becomes clear when millions lose their jobs.

COVID-19 has revealed the risk the United States as a society undertook by conditioning the provision of essential benefits, especially health insurance, to the workplace. As millions of people were losing their jobs and main sources of income, those lucky enough to have health insurance and other workplace benefits were losing those supports at the same time. In addition, with the rise in gig, contract, and other nonstandard work arrangements, the delivery of benefits through the workplace leaves these workers without protections against large shocks.

2. Cash infusions on a never-before-seen scale underscore that benefits are critical to maintain stability of workers’ cash flow.

Cash infusions are helping workers address the economic consequences of the pandemic. CIC members Family Independence Initiative and LIFT have continued providing cash infusions to their members as they had before the pandemic as a part of their programming, and others, including SaverLife, the Mission Asset Fund, MyPath, and Neighborhood Trust, have shifted their programming during the pandemic to include or add cash infusions. Members have found these efforts helped recipients stabilize finances and cover basic needs in the face of interrupted earnings: For instance, low-income workers, immigrant families, and students that received unrestricted funds from the Mission Asset Fund had improved food and housing security. Recipients of #GiveTogetherNow funds from the Family Independence Initiative—including hospitality and restaurant workers, people of color, undocumented immigrants, and others disproportionately impacted by the pandemic—spent these funds on needed essentials, such as food, housing, and utilities, or to provide support to family and friends. MyPath began distributing funds monthly to young adults hardest hit by COVID’s economic impacts, including youth transitioning out of foster care and young parents, and the payments are helping cover the cost of housing and other essentials.

In addition, many cash infusion pilots and programs have been introduced or expanded during the pandemic, including payments made by the US federal government in the form of direct cash infusions and via expanded unemployment benefits. Research has demonstrated that millions were kept out of poverty by the direct cash infusions. The JPMorgan Chase Institute found that the additional UI payments helped people build up a savings buffer before the program expired, and then use those savings to stabilize their expenses once the program ended. Neighborhood Trust found that clients that received funds from expanded unemployment were in a better position to meet financial obligations: credit scores improved, debt loads decreased, and clients were able to avoid having debt fall into collections at rates similar to prior to the crisis, despite 44 percent of their clients reporting that the pandemic had significantly or completely reduced their income.

Occational segregation led to certain groups being more impacted by the pandemic through job losses and potential COVID-19 exposure.
Inadequacy of safety net infrastructure created barriers to support in a time of need.

A host of reasons have made it difficult for households to access critical public support during the pandemic, including:

- Program changes created confusion and uncertainty. Confusion around eligibility and uncertainty around how long expanded UI would last were cited as barriers by LIFT, MyPath, and Neighborhood Trust financial coaches. The Shift Project found that many workers were unaware of the expanded eligibility, and that states’ rollouts of the program and the process to apply varied widely, resulting in delayed benefit receipt and many struggling to receive benefits at all. Overall, the Shift Project found that just 27 percent of unemployed service workers\(^\text{iv}\) in April and May 2020 received a payment from unemployment insurance. When these systems became unresponsive, frustrated applicants turned to social media to understand how to navigate complex applications and share or receive advice about how to obtain benefits.

- Public benefit systems were not capable of fast scaling. A sudden need for support overwhelmed public benefit systems, resulting in system overloads across the country. For example, the number of weekly applicants to UI spiked from 200,000 to more than 6,000,000 in March 2020 alone. These overburdened systems were not designed to keep up with that demand. An audit of Wisconsin revealed that only 0.5 percent of residents seeking help with UI had their calls answered between March 15 and June 30, 2020.

- Public benefit application and payment methods failed to connect the most vulnerable. Not everyone was eligible for needed programs, and in some cases, eligible people struggled to access benefits in a timely manner. Despite the CARES Act passing in March 2020, by October 2020, approximately 12 million eligible people—primarily Black and Latinx individuals, unhoused people, very
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\(^\text{iv}\) These workers held positions in retail, food service, hospitality, grocery, pharmacy, fulfillment, or hardware sectors.
low-income families with children, and long-term unemployed people—had not yet received their Economic Impact Payment.\textsuperscript{115} Undocumented workers and their families were initially left out of these payments entirely.\textsuperscript{116} In addition, the delivery method used for the EIPs did not include adequate consumer protections and inclusive payment options to ensure that recipients could easily receive and access their funds, and in fact, were not protected from wage garnishments and past-due child support offsets.\textsuperscript{117} Individuals without accounts in the formal financial system faced fees to access their funds, undermining the value of the intended support.\textsuperscript{118}

Because of COVID-19, financial institutions and public benefit applications have shifted to digital services to reach more customers, but this can be a barrier for people with limited computer or cell phone access, unreliable or unaffordable internet service, or limited technological skills.\textsuperscript{119} Neighborhood Trust found that some clients needed additional support to navigate the new public benefit programs, often because they did not have access to reliable internet service or to computers, printers, and scanners, or had difficulty understanding the complexity of applications for these programs.\textsuperscript{120} When Neighborhood Trust and SaverLife launched an emergency cash relief and financial coaching effort to support LMI families, they found that 20 percent of recipients who did not have a bank account or were inexperienced or uncomfortable with technology needed extra support, such as assistance with the application and with setting up email accounts.\textsuperscript{121}

\textit{Despite the CARES Act passing in March 2020, by October 2020, approximately 12 million eligible people—primarily Black and Latinx individuals, unhoused people, very low-income families with children, and long-term unemployed people—had not yet received their Economic Impact Payment.}
To Truly Make Work a Meaningful Pathway to Financial Security, We Need to Modernize our Work and Benefits Systems

The inequities and inefficiencies of today’s work and benefit arrangements highlight a need to broadly reimagine these systems. The matrix introduced in the Matrix illustrates the ways that the current labor market and existing benefits programs are not meeting the financial security needs of the majority of workers, with few work and benefits combinations likely to yield financial security, or even relative financial stability. CIC insights further demonstrate the conditions needed to improve the likelihood of financial security for LMI workers, including steady employment and consistent and comprehensive benefits. COVID-19 provided a stress test to these systems, exposing existing system flaws and pointing a new way forward.

This report is one step in identifying the need for a large-scale reevaluation of the current work and benefits systems in the US. We must rethink the current system given the realities of work and benefits in the United States today to ensure that regardless of workers’ situations, a future system of work and benefits provides people with the tools and supports needed to be financially secure. This analysis highlights that different policy and program levers could improve the financial security prospects of workers, and that many stakeholders—including policymakers and their staffs, employers, benefit providers and administrators, and other thought leaders and advocates—can support the needs of workers by applying a number of guiding principles and specific insights.

Guiding Principles for a Reimagined System

People move in and out of different jobs and work arrangements, including periods of unemployment, and we need a benefits system that meets these realities and addresses the inequities observed in the current systems. In September 2020, the Aspen Financial Security Program published a set of guiding principles for a modernized system of benefits to meet workers’ needs. Several of these principles align directly to the findings of this report. Namely, that a reimagined system of workplace and public benefits will serve as a meaningful platform for financial security if it meets the following five conditions:

- **Inclusive**: Protects all workers, irrespective of their work arrangement and employment status.
- **Equitable**: Ensures all workers, including workers of color, low-wage workers, and workers in nontraditional work arrangements, can achieve financial security.
- **People-centric**: Ensures workers and their voice, life, and experience are critical and central to the design and delivery of benefits.
- **Portable**: Ensures continued access and funding as workers transition to new jobs, enter new work arrangements, and piece together different types of work.
- **Interoperable**: Uses technology to effectively integrate benefit systems and platforms and ensures seamless access.

For more information on the central role of benefits, read “A Modernized System of Benefits is the foundation for an Inclusive Economy.” To learn more about Benefits21, visit aspeninstitute.org/programs/benefits21.
Envisioning a benefits system with these design principles would mean a system of public and workplace benefits that is affordable and available to all workers—including workers of color, low- and moderate-income workers, and workers of all ages—irrespective of their work arrangements and employment status. Moreover, benefit design is often divorced from the lived experiences of the very people they are intended to serve. Program design that incorporates the expertise and knowledge of LMI workers is essential to creating programs and policies that function well for their intended recipients. Lastly, these systems must ensure continued coverage with seamless access across benefit systems in moments of transition, whether to new jobs and work arrangements or between periods of employment, underemployment, and unemployment.

### Five Ways to Get Started

We invite readers of this report to contribute to the innovation and cross-sector thinking that will be required to make progress on creating a system of work and benefits that functions for all workers. Given the guiding principles discussed above, insights from this report suggest that the following high-level recommendations can help move us in that direction:

1. **Recognize that workers rely on public benefits today and design them accordingly.** A key finding of this report is that public benefits already play a critical role in the financial security of millions of US workers. Given that the current situation leaves so many workers vulnerable and without basic stability, there is a clear need to strengthen the design and delivery of public benefits.

   a. **Design benefits to support consistently positive cash flow.** Routinely positive cash flow is a critical factor for financial well-being. Ensuring that benefits are continuous, large enough to support positive cash flow, and do not lapse or get cut off when there is still a need for these supports will contribute to a steady foundation of support that recipients can count on. This includes seamless access to benefits in moments of job loss or transition.

   b. **Provide timely, smooth delivery.** Streamlining benefits delivery and receipt would reduce the time it takes to receive needed supports and help avoid material hardship when a person experiences a job or income loss or must address a health concern or other emergency.

2. **Build data, technology, and financial systems to smoothly and safely reach everyone with public benefits infrastructure.** Better federal infrastructure is needed to get money and benefits to people quickly and ensure that they are able to access and store funds in a safe and affordable way. This requires the government to be able to identify and transfer money to the most vulnerable people, including unhoused people, individuals unfamiliar with digital services, and people without reliable internet access or without a formal bank account. To be able to do so will require upgrading government data, technology, and financial systems, potentially in partnership with private sector and non-profit organizations.

3. **Design public and workplace benefits to boost, rather than minimize, access and uptake.** Help households reach needed supports across available platforms.

   a. **Create consistency in public benefits.** Policies are not implemented in the same way across states, nor are the applications and recertifications treated the same way for public benefits. Creating a benefits system that is more consistent would help diminish confusion and reduce the administrative burden of programs across states.

   b. **Streamline applications for public benefits.** Inaccessible and inefficient applications for public benefit programs exist across the country, with few allowing people to quickly apply for multiple programs at once, despite eligibility for more than one program.\(^{122}\)
c. **Consider automatic enrollment for benefits of all kinds.** Auto-enrollment for eligible programs—whether public or workplace—can connect people quickly to needed services, without lengthy and complicated application processes which are known to depress enrollment.

d. **Offer affordable benefits.** Benefits that are too costly are out of reach for many households, as we see in the gap between access and participation with benefits, especially in the workplace.

e. **Extend workplace benefits to all types of workers.** Workplace benefits are correlated with wage level and are deeply connected to work arrangements and legal classifications. Creating a more inclusive workplace benefit system would be a first step in decreasing unequal outcomes for workers.

4. **Encourage employers to offer more full-time work, consistent hours, and livable wages with quality benefits.** For almost half of workers in the US earned income is inadequate to support expenses. Employers can help boost and stabilize incomes by providing workers with livable wages, more consistent hours, advanced notice of hours, and high-quality, affordable benefits.

5. **Help workers save for shocks as a complement to benefits, social insurance, and other structural supports.** Policymakers, employers, financial institutions, and financial technology companies can create opportunities that allow for and help build financial cushions.

c. **Consider automatic enrollment for benefits of all kinds.** Auto-enrollment for eligible programs—whether public or workplace—can connect people quickly to needed services, without lengthy and complicated application processes which are known to depress enrollment.

d. **Offer affordable benefits.** Benefits that are too costly are out of reach for many households, as we see in the gap between access and participation with benefits, especially in the workplace.

e. **Extend workplace benefits to all types of workers.** Workplace benefits are correlated with wage level and are deeply connected to work arrangements and legal classifications. Creating a more inclusive workplace benefit system would be a first step in decreasing unequal outcomes for workers.

### Conclusion

Financial insecurity, stability, and security lie on a spectrum that is affected by a range of factors, including—but not limited to—people’s work arrangements and their access (or lack thereof) to workplace and public benefits. The likelihood of financial security increases as individuals obtain adequate pay and stable, predictable hours that yield routinely positive cash flow, steady employment with livable wages, full-time jobs, and a strong suite of workplace and public benefits that improve financial resiliency and stability.

If work is to provide a real pathway to financial security, public and workplace benefits must reflect the realities of 21st century employment, which includes a workforce increasingly required to engage in nonstandard and sometimes multiple jobs and where job stability is not guaranteed, generating the need to explore options that tie benefits directly to the individual rather than the job. COVID-19 has demonstrated the precarity of workers having their health insurance and other benefits tied to employment, where losing a job can mean losing other stabilizing supports.

Employers, policymakers and their staffs, benefit providers and administrators and other thought leaders and advocates have opportunities to support worker financial security through efforts to support these foundational needs, including ensuring that benefits are accessible and affordable to all workers, regardless of work arrangements, providing options that help boost personal resources, and considering ways to integrate the delivery of benefits across public and private functions.
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